A Modern Wonder
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in the aeroplane. This interest led Lawerence Hartgrove, now a Junior student at the Armstrong Technical High School, Washington, D. C., to do remarkable experimenting in aero-dynamics. Being greatly influenced by the Wright brothers, who were giving a series of exhibition flights at Atlantic City, N. J., Hartgrove managed, after several days of almost incessant toil, to launch his first model, a miniature aeroplane. This model which was launched from a window of the Strand Hotel did not make a favorable showing to the many assembled. It "flew" like a brick.

But using his former failure as a stepping stone to success, after careful study other models were constructed. Some of these made remarkable flights, while others came to grief by colliding with trees, houses and other obstacles. However, nineteen-thirteen found the little airship builder enthusiastic and still undaunted by his many failures, and on the campus at Howard University, Hartgrove has launched many a model successfully. By applying the laws of physics, machines have been made whose flights have startled curious spectators with the spiral dips, the figure of eight (8) curves and other antics. And Howard University Campus is referred to frequently as the Aerodrome.
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